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Letters to governor 
called for to help fund 
work/study program
MAUREEN HUGHES, senior in elementary education, measures the diameter of the clock in the towerof Main 
Hail yesterday for an education school science class. (Staff photo Jim LeSueur.)
$150 billion deficit possible
By Pam Newbern
Kalmln Senior Editor
ASUM President Marquette 
McRae-Zook wants University of 
Montana students to write letters 
. . . lots of letters.
However, she doesn't want them 
sent to parents, friends, or 
relatives, but to Montana Gov. Ted 
Schwinden.
McRae-Zook is trying to 
organize a letter campaign to the 
governor in support of the state 
work/study program.
She said she hopes that if the 
governor receives enough letters 
from students, it will encourage 
him to support a recommendation 
made by the Board of Regents that 
the program be given $3 million in 
funding over a two-year period.
Because of federal budget cuts 
to student financial aid, a proposal 
to fund a state work/study 
program has been made for the 
first time, although the program 
has been on the books for several 
years. The program would help fill 
the gap left by the reduced federal 
financial aid.
The Board of Regents 
recommended the $3 million in
By Leslie Vining
Kalmln Reporter
Concern about poor accounting 
practices and disappearing money 
at the University of Montana 
Maureen and Mike Mansfield 
Library prompted Michelle 
“Shelley” Maier to take action, she 
said. Maier's action has resulted in 
the investigation of a $4,800 theft 
from the library.
On April 27, Maier, an assistant 
in the main office of the library 
began recording the amount of 
currency received from various 
library sources — fines, book 
lockers, the coin-operated copy 
machines — and began comparing 
her totals with the deposits she 
was instructed to make.
“Sometimes it was very ac­
curate,” Maier said, “but I knew 
money was missing. I watched for 
a period of months and tried to give 
individuals the benefit of the 
doubt. It was a big burden on me, 
but I did what I had to do."
In April, Maier, 23, sought the 
support of Walter Hill, UM 
chemistry professor and an official 
in her church, because she was 
uncertain of the proper action to 
take. Hill, acting as a liaison, 
helped her bring the matter to the 
attention of the University ad­
ministration in late May.
The university began an internal 
audit in June. According to County 
Attorney Robert Deschamps III, 
the investigation compared the 
counters on the coin-operated 
machines with the money 
deposited and showed a $4,800 
discrepancy over a 10-month 
period.
The case is being handled by
funding to the governor, who will 
in turn make his own funding 
recom m endations to the 
Legislature in an executive report 
to be released around Dec. 15.
McRae-Zook said the governor’s 
recommendation would help the 
funding proposal to pass in the 
Legislature.
However, it is possible the 
program may not be funded at all, 
an administrative aide to the 
governor said last night.
Gene Huntington said the 
proposal was being considered, 
but that he couldn't be terribly 
optimistic about its success.
He said very few new programs 
such as the work/study one would 
be funded in the next state budget. 
He said state income from taxes 
was down because so many Mon­
tanans were unemployed, and said 
the next budget would be 
“austere.”
However, McRae-Zook said she 
hopes the governor will recom­
mend the program receive the 
entire $3 million.
“ It comes down to a question of 
what money is available,” she said, 
adding that $3 million in funding 
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Deschamps and is under in­
vestigation by Pete Lawrenson of 
the Missoula Police Department.
Deschamps said the university 
administration acted properly in 
the theft. He said they were 
obligated by law to report any 
discrepancy to the attorney 
general, who assigns such cases to 
the appropriate county attorney.
Deschamps is responsible for 
bringing charges in the case, but 
he said he is not certain at this time 
if charges will be made. Lawrenson 
is in the initial stages of the 
investigation and said the case will 
involve many interviews.
The former dean of Library 
Services, Earle Thompson, now 
retired, said he became aware of 
the theft in late July when an 
academic vice president brought it 
to his attention. He said he knew of 
no suspects in the matter.
“ It was quite a shock,” Thomp­
son said. “ It’s been quite a puzzle.”
Maier's discovery has led to the 
streamlining of the accounting 
system at the library. Acting Dean 
Erling Oeiz said money is now 
counted and deposited daily. “Any 
department that handles money, 
that formerly did not have an 
account, was given one,” he said. 
The new procedures and safety 
m easures began in la te  
September. Oelz said the system 
will better account for library 
revenues and expenditures.
Thompson said that prior to 
news of the theft, he had felt 
separate accounts were not 
necessary for the inter-department 
receipts.
Deschamps said the money was 
accessible but was kept in a locked
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the 
clear light of a post-election day, 
Reagan administration officials 
now concede the government 
faces a tidal wave of red ink that 
could crest somewhere between 
$150 billion and $200 billion in 
fiscal 1984.
Though loath to discuss it before 
Tuesday’s verdict was in, these 
officials, still requesting anonymi­
ty, admit also that no solution is in 
sight. Budget Director David 
Stockman, limited by Reagan’s 
insistence that only non-defense 
cuts are acceptable, was said to 
have told an aide that “ I don't know 
what we are going to do.”
Stockman is perplexed, as well, 
by the president's refusal, at least 
for now, to consider higher taxes,
file cabinet in a cash box. The 
money was used as change for the 
lib ra ry  departm ents, and 
sometimes for coffee and donuts 
or staff lOUs, he said, adding that it 
was periodically deposited into 
university accounts.
Maier said the biggest problem 
was the poor accounting system. 
There was never a set balance of 
money to be kept in the cash box, 
locker money wasn’t recorded and 
no receipts were kept, she said.
"I couldn't just stand by and 
watch things happen,” Maier said. 
“When you see people doing 
things, and if you have any sense 
of responsibility, you have to go to 
the authorities.”
"S ee ing  your, my and 
everybody’s dollars taken isn’t 
right," she said. “ I want to be able 
to rely on people and have the 
library serve each one of the kids 
going to school. So many of the 
students are struggling, trying to 
get an education, and it’s their 
money.”
Maier said she was so sensitive 
to the wrong-doings that her 
physical health deteriorated dur­
ing her employment at the library. 
She decided to quit on Sept. 8 and 
to remain at home until she was 
stronger.
According to several employees 
at the library, morale among the 
staff was low because of the theft.
"We were told very little; the 
whole matter seemed to be gloss­
ed over," one library employee 
said. "The paper seemed to in­
dicate that all the employees were 
involved, but very few of us handle 
any money. No one is out for 
blood; we’re just some good peo­
ple who want to see it cleared up.”
sources say.
But the president said, in the 
wake of election gains by House 
Democrats, that he would have to 
compromise with Congress, as he 
did last year in accepting tax 
increases and modest defense 
cuts forced on him by his fellow 
Republicans. How far he would go 
remained unclear.
“We won’t compromise on 
principles of what we absolutely 
believe is essential to the 
recovery,” Reagan said Wednes­
day.
Treasury Secretary Donald 
Regan told reporters yesterday 
“we have learned to compromise" 
with Democrats, but he said “ I have 
a closed mind” to canceling next 
year's scheduled cut in income tax 
rates.
If Reagan remains firm on the tax 
and defense issues, Stockman is 
left with the nearly impossible task 
of closing the deficit gap with 
another foray against social and 
domestic programs, including 
Social Security.
That route has its limits. Savings 
from changes in Social Security, 
the governm ent's  b iggest 
domestic program, are unlikely to 
trim more than $10 billion to $15 
billion at best from the 1984 deficit,
By Charles Mason
Kalmln Reporter
Children need to be taught the 
truth about nuclear war and how to 
wage peace, said a board member 
of Educators for Social Respon­
sibility last night in the Social 
Science Building before about 60 
people.
"Children appreciate the 
knowledge,” Susan Martin said. 
"Children need to learn about 
these issues.”
Martin, a Sebastopol, Calif, 
teacher, said many children during 
the 50s and 60s accepted "the 
bomb" and the survivability of 
nuclear war. But she said studies 
indicate a new awareness among 
children of the finality of a nuclear 
war, even as adults have numbed 
themselves to it.
“Children do not yet have this 
defense mechanism built in,” she 
said.
Martin said she worries about 
the psychological effect of the fear 
of a nuclear holocaust.
"The people I care about 
(children) are being deprived of a 
sense of the future," she said.
According to Martin, the fear of 
nuclear war is rampant among 
children of all social classes.
according to administration of­
ficials.
Even if Stockman could put a 
smaller deficit on paper relying 
solely on domestic cuts, the presi­
dent is unlikely to get the budget 
through the new Congress.
The 97th Congress rejected 
Reagan's 1983 budget plan, which 
emphasized domestic spending 
cuts, and forced him to accept 
higher taxes and cuts in his record 
military budget in exchange for 
non-defense spending reductions. 
Even with that, the red ink for fiscal 
1983 may hit $150 billion — $39 
billion more than the record es­
tablished in fiscal 1982, which 
ended a month ago.
With Democrats holding their 
own in the GOP-controlled Senate 
and picking up 24 to 26 seats in the 
House, "the prospect of solving the 
budget problem with non-defense 
spending cuts has worsened,” one 
administration official said yester­
day.
Moreover, the deficit problem 
extends beyond 1984. Without 
major policy changes, administra­
tion officials see chronic deficits in 
future years, even if the economy 
improves, because expected 
government revenues consistently 
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Children now see peace as an 
interlude between wars, she said.
Martin criticized textbooks 
because they lack information on 
nuclear war and said she wants to 
see “the idea of peace integrated 
into school curriculums."
Martin said student involvement 
in working for peace increases 
when they see teachers working 
for peace.
Martin criticized the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) for developing the “ lie of 
survivability." FEMA has produced 
a curriculum for schools which, in 
part, tells children how to survive a 
nuclear attack.
According to Martin, the 
Oakland, Calif. School Board 
recently rejected the curriculum 
after coming under pressure from 
concerned parents and teachers.
Martin, an organizer of a peace 
caucus within the National Educa­
tion Association, said parents and 
teachers must join together and 
“wage peace" so that children can 
grow up.
Educators for Social Respon­
sibility, a group based in Boston, 
was founded as an offshoot of 
Physicians for Social Responsibili­
ty-
Montana
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Concern over accounting practices 
led library assistant to discover theft
Children should learn how 
to ‘wage peace,’speaker says
O p in io n s
Topsoil erosion
Unless something is done about soil erosion in this country, 
it's possible that our generation may see times in which we and 
people in dependent nations all go hungry.
In 1977, the Soil Conservation Service published the National 
Resource Inventories, which included a scary report on erosion. 
It stated that the 1977 average loss of topsoil from water erosion 
in the United States was in excess of 4 billion tons.
K a im in  editorial
In 1976, an article in Science by David Pimental showed the 
annual loss of topsoil from land used to grow corn and wheat. 
According to that data, corn-yielding land loses between 3 and 
89 tons of topsoil per acre each year and wheat-yielding land 
loses 5 to 10 tons of topsoil per acre each year.
Why is topsoil so important? It contains all nutrients needed to 
raise crops. Layers of soil beneath topsoil don’t contain these 
nutrients in sufficient quantities. The deeper the topsoil, the 
better the crop yield, and if a farmer is experiencing erosion on 
his land, his yield could drop as well as his net profit.
Erosion also causes pollution. According to Pimental, in 
another 1976 Science article, 4 billion tons of soil are eroded 
annually and 1 billion of it reaches oceans; the rest stays in 
streams and rivers. Silt and sediment from eroded soil restricts 
water flow, increases flood damage, reduces the quality of water 
and reduces fish and wildlife habitats.
In the first Science article mentioned, Pimental states that the 
United States isn’t gaining on erosion and Thomas Nimlos, 
University of Montana forestry professor, agrees. Nimlos, who 
specializes in soils, says the problem isn’t being solved because 
people in the United States aren’t convinced as to how serious it 
is.
If erosion is to be corrected, Nimlos said, technological 
advances need to be applied now.
One idea is called "minimum tillage” in which farmers plant 
their seed on crop stubble left over from the previous season. 
The stubble serves as a blanket against the eroding factors of 
wind and water. Because the stubble is desired, the farmers 
don’t have to plow very deep into the soil. Plowing deep is 
another thing that exposes soil to erosion.
Nimlos said farmers developed this technique because 
they couldn't afford to pull their cultivators with their tractor due 
to high fuel costs. Thus, they went ahead and planted on the 
stubble and found that the yields they got were the same as if 
they hadn’t plowed. Nimlos added that the yields may increase, 
as the topsoil will remain intact.
Unfortunately, there is a draw back to minimum tillage; 
harmful insects like to live in the stubble. Traditionally, farmers 
either burn away the stubble or plow it under. But by doing so, a 
farmer removes the stubble and must contend with erosion 
again.
The most immediate solution is insecticides. There is, 
however, a lot of controversy over the use of these substances. 
Some have been deemed dangerous to both humans and 
animals.
So what next? Using less soil is unacceptable, as the demand 
for food is increasing with the population. Perhaps chemical 
companies should be pressured into producing safe insec­
ticides, but efforts shouldn’t stop there. Other means of covering 
the land to contain, topsoil should also be pursued — and now. If 
not, our precious farmland will be a victim to the dangerous and 
increasing problem of erosion.
Bill Miller
Letters
Freedom and 
responsibility
Editor: It is perhaps immaterial now, 
but I would like to, for the record, clear 
up some of the innaccurate  
characterizations of my stance that 
appeared in last Friday's candidates 
edition.
Libertarians believe that freedom, 
both economic and social, coupled 
with responsibility, can work. Our 
nation has done a fair job of supplying 
social freedoms, but the concept of 
economic freedom died with the Great 
Depression. After that time we saw 
government greatly expand its role in 
response to “failures” in the market 
system. From where did these failures 
come?
A fundamental characteristic of 
western economies has been the 
integral relationship they have had with 
government. Stemming from the 
merchantilism of colonial times, the 
pre-depression “ laissez faire"  
economy had one thing in common 
with today's; the ability of big
capitalists to use government to their 
advantage. Thus we had John D. 
Rockefeller buying state legislatures, 
we had national guard troops marching 
on early union activists, and 
governmental monetary policies that 
exacerbated the crash. Libertarians 
don't mind capitalists; just capitalists 
with guns and governments. We are the 
first to say that all should be equal, and 
to question this government—big 
business alliance. This application 
must be consistent though; for if one 
accepts a government that can bestow 
favors, one also accepts that the most 
powerful political actors will get the 
most chips.
How does this work? In social 
programs, the best way to avoid the 
middleman problem is to bring these 
programs as close to home as possible, 
where responsibility and accuracy can 
more properly be pursured.
As to the coal tax. The tax is a 
reaction to the symptoms of the 
economic colonialism this state has 
suffered from. If the problem were 
attacked (that being government
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The Innocent Bystander 
Let ’em eat turbines by Arthur Hoppe
I was planting anenomes when a big 
rig  b e a rin g  a s ign  re a d in g , 
"WASHINGTON OR BUST!” cut 
across my lawn and took out the 
coreopsis bed.
When I angrily waved it to a stop, out 
stepped a spry gentleman wearing hip 
boots, galluses, a straw hat, and an 
alfalfa sprig between his teeth.
"Sorry, son," he said, "but I’m on my 
way to picket the White House over our 
pig-headed president’s dang-fool trade 
policies with those Russkies."
“I don’t see what you're complaining 
about,” I said. “Just before his pre­
election swing through the wheat belt, 
he announced he was going to sell 23 
million tons of grain to the Russians. 
That ought to make you farmers hap­
py.”
“Would if’n I produced wheat," he 
said. "But I don't. I produce turbines.”
“Turbines?"
“Yep. Got a little spread down in 
Silicon Valley. Harvestin' turbines right 
now on the south forty. Then we got a 
few plots of high viscosity pumps, 
relays, solenoids, and whatnot cornin' 
in. A real bumper crop this year.”
"That’s good.”
He shook his head. “T ’ain't neither. 
The president’s gone and said we can’t
sell none of our produce to the 
Russkies on account of they'd use it 
buildin' that pipeline to carry natural 
gas to our NATO friends and allies.” 
"Well, now," I said, frowning. ‘The  
president had to do that in order to 
force the Russians to free the op­
pressed Polish people.”
“By ginger, I’m for that," he said. “But 
how come the grain producers can sell 
'em their produce and we can’t?”
I said the president had explained 
that his goal was to "restore our 
reputation as a reliable supplier of 
grain.” Besides, we've got a wheat 
surplus.
"What about our reputation as a 
reliable supplier of turbines?" he 
demanded. "And talk about a turbine 
glut! I just wish you could see my li'l ol' 
spread with them heaps of perfectly 
good turbines lyin’ around rustin’ in the 
fields. And our silos are filled up to here 
with rheostats.”
“That's terrible," I said. "Maybe you 
can get the president to pay you to 
plough them under. And what about a 
Turbines for Peace Project? Think of 
the gratitude of a starving Mbongan on 
opening a CARE package to find a nice 
new American turbine or maybe a 
dozen rheostats."
“That makes sense.” he said 
cautiously.
“Then, if you could talk the president 
into setting up an acreage allotment 
and soil bank program, he could pay 
you for not producing turbines at all."
“The Missus has been hankerin' to 
move to Florida. But me. I’d druther 
turn out my turbines and sell 'em on the 
open market. Why don't the president 
embargo library paste instead?"
"When it comes to freeing the 
oppressed Polish people, what good 
would it do to embargo library paste?” 
“About as much good, son," he said, 
“as embargoin' turbines.”
With that sally, he attempted to spit 
out a wad of tobacco juice and made an 
awful mess of it. "Hold it,” I said. 
“You’re not a farmer at all. You're 
nothing but a businessman."
“Rats!” he said. "You saw through 
me. I figured the president must have 
some kind of thing for farmers. After all, 
what's the difference between those 
guys who produce wheat and us guys 
who produce turbines?”
“If I had to guess,” I said thoughtful­
ly, “I’d guess about ten million votes.”
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 
1982)
favors to the capitalists) the tax 
wouldn't be necessary. In the status 
quo, I support it.
With rivers (and pollution) we en­
counter the classic externality  
problem; when there are no claimants 
on a particular value, it will be used 
(and abused) by all. When government 
becomes that claimant, the value’s use 
is subject to the political process, and 
often sacrificed to efficiency. I now 
oppose the state selling water for<coal 
slurry; and feel that it probably 
wouldn't occur if the free market was 
allowed to seek a level of appropriate 
technology; of which it is not.
Anyway, these are things to think 
about. Thank you.
Harley Harris 
graduate student, law
Blah-blah woof-woof
Editor: The editor's note, after our 
editorial(letter, Oct. 26) protesting the 
Kaimin's refusal to print "Please 
Recycle” in the standard layout, was a 
feeble attempt at redemption. The note 
brought attention to the Kaimin’s 
editorial last spring, an editorial ad­
vocating recycling. This, however, is 
just more blah-blah woof-woof. It is like 
purporting to support recycling 
because you recycled something once 
last year sometime. How about sparing 
us the lip service in favor of authentic 
and appropriate action! The Kaimin's 
resistance is ridiculous—does this 
request harm you or anyone? Why the
unreasonable reluctance, given that 
recycling is inherently relevant to the 
Kaimin? Would anyone on this campus 
really be bothered by an unobtrusive 
recycling reminder on the Kaimin?
Jeannlne Edelblut 
graduate student, art 
Campus Recycling Committee
Alternative arts news
Editor I realize that the upcoming 
election is of current' importance but 
surely the Kaimin could have spared 
some space for a review of the Dan 
Fogelberg concert on Saturday 10/23. 
A concert of such high caliber and 
large attendance from the university 
surely deserves a column in the student 
newspaper. There has been no men­
tion of the concert since the last 
advertisement appeared on Friday.
It is a shame that the university 
newspaper didn’t even try to tell the 
community about such a fine concert. I 
hate to think that the absurd review 
carried in the Missoulian was the only 
information available for anyone who 
missed the event. Although I am not a 
student, I appreciate the Kaimin for 
providing Missoula with an alternative 
news source. Due to the apparent lack 
of qualified critics at the Missoulian, it 
would be nice to have an alternative 
source of news about the arts, as well 
as the election articles.
Sincerely yours,
Joan Schweinsberger 
1139 Poplar Street
Middle-aged 
street punk
Editor: G. Gordon Liddy, the self- 
proclaimed hit man of the law-and- 
order right is not an American James 
Bond in a Hathaway shirt. He's a 
middle-aged street punk who should 
be in jail for his escapades, not out 
making money telling anecdotes about 
them.
Vem Dearing 
senior, drama
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r  HeaR We’Re 
WiNNiNG ifie 
WaR o n  
iNFLaTioN!
T h is  w e e k ’s  “ G a r fie ld "  
s tr ip s  h a ve  n o t a rrived .
William Raspberry*
WASHINGTON — I know people 
who, if you hog the sidewalk, straddle a 
traffic lane, cut in front of them at the 
supermarket or let the elevator door 
close in their face, will shrug it off. No 
problem. Doesn’t mean anything.
But smile at them and say “Have a 
nice day!" and they get angry.
I don't mean the totally impersonal
"have a nice day” at the end of some 
pre-taped telephone message, or the 
printed "have a nice day” on one of 
those silly smiley buttons, or the 
sarcastic "have a nice day” from the 
cop who has just given you a ticket for 
jaywalking. I’m talking about the plea­
sant h.a.n.d., delivered with a smile, 
after you’ve made a purchase, or
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau
World Theatre
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* Have a nice day
engaged in elevator chit-chat, or taken 
a taxi ride. Why (joes such friendliness 
drive so many people up the wall?
It doesn’t help to ask them. They’ll 
tell you the phrase is “empty of 
meaning," and then they’ll say 
something profound, like "see ya” or 
"so long." They'll complain that it is 
“insincere” or unconnected to any real 
sentiment, as though “how d’ya do" 
indicates a serious concern for the 
health of the person they just met. 
They'll tell you it sounds too much like 
an order, or suggests that you are too 
stupid to have as nice a day as you can 
without their inane suggestion, and 
then they’ll order you to have a “good 
night.”
One man told me he objects primari­
ly to the word “nice," which he finds 
namby-pamby. But not when he is 
complimenting my V.S.O.P., or sizing 
up the attractive woman who just 
oozed by.
“It's too California," said another. 
Too much like smile buttons or “good 
vibes" or people talking about their 
"space.” For sure. But can no good 
thing come out of a state that can 
deliver decent table wine, breathtaking 
pallisades and Carmel? Does “have a
nice day” really belong in the same 
category of aggressive behavior as 
telling a stranger on the street "Jesus 
loves you”?
I'm mystified by the depth of feeling 
against what strikes me as, at worst, an 
innocuous remark. I’ve read about: an 
elderly woman who responds to 
h.a.n.d. with “Why should I have a nice 
day? I'm old and tired”: a Virginia man 
whose disconcerting response is “I’m 
so rry , but I ’ve m ade o th e r  
arrangements”; a Maylander who has 
founded ATAHAND — the Association 
to Abolish Have a Nice Day — whose 
only membership requirement is that 
you instantly tell anyone wishing you a 
nice day to drop dead.
Some of the less aggressively nice 
among us would rather go back to the 
old forms than use a modern-but- 
offensive one. The problem is that no 
one — including the people who hate 
h.a.n.d. — can tell you what he used to 
say before the hated expression 
became the vogue. Peace? Later? 
Good day? See ya around campus? 
Twenty-three skidoo? Did any of these 
expressions seem more sincere, more 
fraught with meaning, less namby- 
pamby than "have a nice day”?
A few of us, tired of being stared 
down for uttering “have a nice day” and 
yet not bright enough to manage 
anything both clever and sincere, have 
taken to saying “have a good one.” 
That, of course, is no improvement at 
all.
As a matter of fact, it’s probably 
pointless to try for meaning in a routine 
expression. Almost every conventional 
expression started out meaning 
something sincere. All of them end up 
pleasantly meaningless. And so what? 
Do you really want a virtual stranger or 
a not-so-close colleague showing 
sincere interest in your spouse and 
kids? Do you want to be stuck with a 
choice between silence and heartfelt 
concern for the health and happiness 
of the guy who just got off the elevator?
The problem is not with the expres­
sion but with the growing number of 
soreheads who will always find 
something to gripe about.
You can find something else to say to 
them. I think I’ll go right on with “have a 
nice day.” And if they don’t like it, the 
hell with ’em.
® 1982, The Washington Post Com­
pany
Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look for Mr. Boston's two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide. 
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza. Special Sales. Dept. B. New York. New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps. 54.60. and 100 proof Produced by Mr Boston Distiller. Owensboro. KY. Albany. GA c 1982
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Super
Hot
Group
from
Seattle
TRADING POST
SALOON
"Government!
Public Perception vs. Reality" 
Monday, November IS, 1982 • 8pm 
University Center Ballroom, University of Montana 
Tickets S3 75 General Public S2.75 Students 
Tickets and Information Available at the UC Bookstore 
Phone 24I-4S8J
Kaimin
lost or found
• STOLEN FROM handball court one on 10/29/82 a 
dark blue velco backpack. Please return notes, 
identification and clothes, You can't use them and 
I need them badly. Return to PE dept, or Carol 
Hooper. 549-1619. Reward!! 21-4
LOST: ONE Western belt. Name: Holly on beck. Call
543-5632._____________________________ 20-4
FOUND IN LA 11 Fri., 10/29. an umbrella. Identify to
claim at LA 101._______________________ 20-4
LOST: ORANGE book pack, blue sweater, 
calculator, mechanical pencils at the Cat-Griz 
game. If found call Matt at 549-9341 early morn, or
after 8 p.m.____________________________20-4
LOST: Black and white Husky dog. Umv. area.
Reward1 728-4720.  19-4
STOLEN: Gray canvas wallet. Velcro closure, black 
trim. If found or if thief has change of heart at least 
send IDs and addresses, etc. to No. 309 Elrod Hall 
or call 243-4647 for reward. 19-4
personals
ATTENTION: FOREIGN students getting together 
(party) on Friday. Nov. 5 at 1010 Arthur. 7:30 p.m.
_________________________________________21-1
BANBURY FAIR WITH A MEDIEVAL FLAIR. 
Saturday, Nov. 6 from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the 
Episcopal Parish Hall. 130 South 6th Street East. 
Artists in person will show and sell. Handmade 
gifts, Christmas decorations, books (hundreds of 
paperbacks), antiques, plants, gourmet foods, all­
day snacks and entertainment. Everyone is
welcome!_____________________________ 21-1
LOOKING FOR a job? Attend the presentation on 
"Temporary and Permanent Employment with the 
Federal Government." November 10, 3-4 p.m., 
Women’s Center 215. Sponsored by the Office of
Career Services._______________________ 21-2
WATCH THE remodeling in progress. Main Street.
Downtown Missoula. Corky’s. 21-1
ATTENTION PT Club: Important mtg. 6:00 pm 
Tuesday. November 9th: T-shirt and raffle news. 
Hospital tours leave at 6:30 pm sharp — same day. 
Cars are needed — sign-up sheet in complex.
_____________ 20-2
ATTENTION: DeMOLAY Chevaliers, annual ob­
servance is 11/8/82, 7:00 p.m. at the Edgewater. 
For more information call Ron Molen, 728-3977 or
Terry Tharp. 728-6597.__________________ 20-2
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE offers UM 
students opportunities to experience new 
cultures, explore new locations, expand 
educational horizons, and enjoy yourself. 
. Applications now available for the 83-84 exchange 
year. Find out more — Center for Student 
Development. Rm. 148 Lodge, 243-4711. 20-3
WE WANT YOU to participate in the NATIONAL 
STUDENT EXCHANGE. Expand your horizons — 
Study, travel, and explore new environments. For 
more information visit the Center for Student
c la s s ifie d s
Development. Room 146 Lodge, or 243-4711.
_______________________________________ 19-3
SAFETY-ON-SKIS FAIR To sell: lake used ski 
equipment to Big Sky High School. Sat.. Nov. 6. To 
buy: attend Sunday. Nov. 7. 10.00 to 4:00. 17-5
help wanted
KEYBOARD PLAYER with wide variety of sounds.
and some vocals. Call Rod. 243-4378. 21-2
TYPIST TO transcribe taped interviews. $3.35/hour 
Contact Rob Batch, Sociology. 243-2982. 243-
5281.________________________________ 20-6
NEED EXPERIENCE? Apply for a position on the 
U.C. Bookstore Board of Directors and gain 
valuable experience in  decision-m aking, 
cooperation and planning for future policy. 
Oualifications: full-time student willing to make a ‘ 
commitment. Please submit name, address, and 
telephone number to Bryan Thornton, manager, 
at the U.C. Bookstore by Nov. 12.1982. Applicants 
will be contacted by the current student members.
_______________________________________ 20-6
SOLVE THE "no job blues." Attend Women in 
Transition’s “ HUNTING AND SURVIVING IN THE 
JOB MARKET Workshop. Starts Nov. 8 at the 
YWCA. Call 543-6768. 20-2
services
YOU CAN buy film for 1 cent a Roll! Don’t believe 
me? Rush 1.00 and a SASE. It's guaranteed. Send 
to FILM. 369 East 900 So.. SLC, UT. 84111. 21-1
DRAFT COUNSELING 243-2451.__________ 1-109
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES! Research catalog—306 
pages—10.278 topics—Rush $1.00. Box 25097C 
Los Angeles. CA 90025. (213) 477-8226. 1-30
LEASE TIME available. Zenith H-19A computer 
w/modem. Shamrock Professional Services, 251-
3828, 251-3904.  14-23
HAND LETTERING and calligraphy done by Noni. 
Call 549-4853.  21-1
typing______________________
QUALITY EDITING and typing. Call Marty. 549- 
1478, for appointment. 21-18
EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing. 95C a page.
721-5Q28.______________________  20-17
THESIS TYPING SERVICE — 549-7958
_____________________  14-34
PROFESSIONAL TYPING — reasonable. Editing.
549-8591.____________________________ 14-10
EXPERIENCED TYPING and editing. 251-2780.
______________________________________ 13-24
IBM TYPING, EXPERIENCED AND CONVENIENT.
543-7010.___________   12-18
SHAMROCK PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
Word processing for all your error-free typing 
needs, also weekends and evenings by 
appointments. 251-3826, 251-3904. 1-33
OUALITY IBM TYPING. All kinds. Lynn, thesis 
specialist/editor, 549-8074. 1-36
EDIT-TYPIT. Typing, editing, word processing, 
papers, thesis, dissertations, resumes, letters, 
apps. South & Higgins, M-F 9-5, 728-6393. 1-109
transportation
RIDE NEEDED for Thanksgiving — Lewiston, Idaho 
• -'and back. Gathy, 243:4-796.' > 21-4
RIDENEEDED to anywhere in Wyoming, preferably 
JacKson Hole. Sheridan, or Casper, for 
Thanksgiving vacation. Call Pam, 549-6612.
20-4
for sale
FOR SALE: 3 rapidograph set, $15 or offer. 728-
4325.___________________ ‘_____________ 21-3
ORIENTAL RUGS. Olefin, easy clean, 4'x6\ $59.95. 
Gerhardt Floors, 1358 W. Broadway. 21-15
FOUR GOOD cheap tickets for Doc Severinson
concert. Call 243-4068.__________________21-1
SMALL CARPET remnts., up to 60% off. Carpet 
samples, $.35-$.85-$1.50. Gerhardt Floors, 1358
W. Broadway. 542-2243.________________ 21-15
TWO PLANE TICKETS. Missoula to Tucson. 
Available Nov. 18thru Jan. 17. $75 each. 549-9595.
19-4
wanted to rent
STUDENT TO SHARE completely furnished home. 
All utilities, phone, garbage, p.u. incl. in rent or 
$200. 728-0050.________________________ 19-4
for rent
NEWLY REMODELED two bedroom. New 
stove/fireplace, privacy and view. Unfurnished. 
Perfect for married couple. $225 plus utilities and 
deposit. 543-7663 for appointment (evenings).
___________________________________________ 20-2
ROOM FOR rent. Heat paid. Clean, twin bed. stove, 
refrig., sink, shared bath. Call 728-1551 after 5:00.
17-7
roommates needed
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share apartment 
$1 10/month, utilities paid. Call 549-5805 after 4
p m __________________________________21-4
ROOMMATE WANTED: 2-bdrm trailer. $82.50 per 
month plus electricity 543-5632. 20-2
FEMALE WANTED. $l25/mo. includes utilities.
Washer/dryer. Call 549-3478. 20-4
SENIOR PHARM STUDENT needs male roommate.
Woodstove. greenhouse. $100 mo. 728-4035. 
______________________________________ 19-4
RESPONSIBLE PERSON to share large 3-bedroom 
house. $117 ♦ 1/3 utilities. 728-0698.______ 17-5
miscellaneous _____
SAFETY-ON-SKIS FAIR: to sell: take used ski 
equipment to Big Sky High School, Sat.. Nov 6. To 
buy: attend Sunday. Nov. 7. 10:00 to 4:00. 20-2
Cleanup to 
limit parking
The following streets will be 
closed to parking Tuesday, so that 
the street department can pick up 
leaves:
•  5th and 6th, from Higgins to 
Maurice
• Eddy, from Higgins to Arthur
• Connell, from Higgins to 
Arthur
• University, from Higgins to 
Arthur
• McLeod, from Hilda to Arthur
• Keith, from Helen to Arthur
• Helen, from East Beckwith to 
S. 5th Street
• Hilda, from University to S. 5th 
Street.
Emergency parking will be 
allowed on Arthur for that day 
only. Questions may be referred to 
the Missoula Street Department by 
calling 721-7623:
Weekend
TODAY
Lecture
Environmental Lecture, "Bees as Monitors of 
Environmental Pollution," Jerry Bromenshenk, 
University of Montana entomologist, speaker, 12:10 
to 1 p.m., 307 Botany.
Miscellaneous
Drama Dept. Fall portfolio review, 1:30 p.m., 
University Center Montana rooms.
McFarland & Alton. C.P.A.s representative will 
pre-screen applicants interested in an accounting 
career. Applicants must be signed up by 10 a.m. 
today. Applications are available at the Office of 
Career Services in the Center for Student Develop­
ment, Lodge 148.
SATURDAY
Meeting
Bisexual support/rap group. 5 p.m. Call 542-2684 
for more information.
Miscellaneous
Jazz workshop. 8 p.m., UC Ballroom. Students 
50C, general public $1.
Western Montana Retired Teachers Assoc, 
luncheon, noon. Gold Oak East in the UC.
SUNDAY
Concerts
Doc Severnson, 8:30, UC Ballroom.
Missoula Symphony Orchestra, 7:30 p.m., Wilma 
Theater. Tickets available at the Wilma box off ice the 
evening of the concert.
I never needed Panavision and 
stereophonic sound to woo the 
world. I did it in black and white on 
a screen the size of a postage 
stamp. Honey, that's talent.
—Mae West
*6or kg *s
changing the 
face
fftissoula 
121W  £Hain
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Presented By U of M Dept, of Drama/Dance
A FILM BY LES BLANK 
with Maureen Gosling
M e n  Of 
$rc<tmo
A film on Werner Herzog 
makieg FITZCARRALDO  
(Comolete. uncut version)
LES BLANK
IN  P E R S O N I 
TONIGHT  & SATURDAY  
Shows at 7, 9, 11 p.m.
515 SOUTH HIGGINS
“REMARKABLE.”
—Vincent Canby 
New York Times
FREE SANDWICHES 
AT 11:30 P.M.
ARION
Welcomes
Back
W o rld  n e w s
THE WORLD
•  Irish Prime Minister 
Charles Haughey's 8-month- 
old minority government fell 
yesterday after it lost a 
confidence vote in Parlia­
ment by two votes. Three 
Marxist legislators who have 
helped keep Haughey in 
office since February switch­
ed sides to protest the 
government's proposed cuts 
in health spending. The Dail,
Ireland’s parliament, voted 
82-80 on a motion of no 
confidence introduced by 
the main opposition Fine 
Gael Party.
• U.S. Marines armed with 
machine guns, rifles and 
pistols entered east Beirut 
for the first time yesterday, 
patrolling the Christian 
militia heartland in jeeps and 
drawing a few cheers of 
“God Bless America.” The 
four-jeep convoy, with the 
Stars and Stripes fluttering 
from radio antennas, rolled 
out of the Marine base in 
predominantly Moslem west 
Beirut and headed to join 
F re n ch  and I ta l ia n  
peacekeepers and Lebanese 
army troops in the east. The 
14 Marines returned three 
hours later after completing 
their first mobile patrol since 
they arrived Sept. 29 follow- 
ing the m assacre o f 
Palestinians in two west 
Beirut camps by Christian 
Militiamen from the east.
THE NATION
•  A record number of 
Americans drew unemploy­
ment checks in mid-October, 
government figures showed 
yesterday, leading private 
economists to predict further 
deterioration in an already 
tight job market. Statistics 
released by the Labor 
Department showed that 
more than 4.68 million peo­
ple were getting unemploy­
ment checks in the week 
end ing  O ct. 16. The 
seasonally adjusted total 
was the highest since the 
unemployment compensa­
tion program was enacted as 
a safety net for the jobless in 
the mid-1930s.
MONTANA
•  A 20-year-old Butte man 
was sentenced yesterday to 
life in prison with no chance 
of parole for the shooting 
death of a Montana Tech 
student in April. In handing 
down the sentence, District 
Judge Mark Sullivan called 
Karl Gratzer a "ruthless,
vicious killer.” He added 10 
years to the sentence for the 
use of a weapon and 
designated  G ratze r a 
dangerous offender. The 
sentence means Gratzer will 
serve a minimum of 50 years 
in prison, a spokesman for 
the attorney general’s office 
said. Gratzer was convicted 
of shooting Timothy Hull, 19, 
of Dillon, in a dormitory 
parking lot while the victim 
was walking with 19-year-old 
Pam Luke, Gratzer’s former 
girl friend.
•  Landowners along the 
abandoned M ilw aukee 
R a ilroad  tracks  from  
Bozeman to Three Forks 
packed a courtroom for a 
hearing that puts them a step 
closer to settling disputed
ownership over the right-of- 
way. More than 125 people 
attended the hearing before 
state District Judge W. W. 
Lessley Wednesday. Lessley 
is being asked to approve a 
negotiated settlement for 
landowners who filed a class 
action suit against the 
railroad in 1979. The suit was 
filed to stop the railroad from 
selling pieces of the right-of- 
way that adjacent lan­
downers claimed should 
revert back to them, accor­
ding to the original deeds. 
Prices have since been 
negotiated for each lan­
downer, with the railroad 
agreeing to return the land 
for nothing except costs of 
the settlement and deeds in 
some cases.
’Ah rented 
me one o’ 
those freezers 
from Montana 
Television & 
Appliance 
Now all 'ah need 
is a deer ta fill 
it up with.
We Want To Be Your Appliance & TV Store
1525 8. Russell Phone 728-3800
firs
P r e s e n t s  I t s
Stere Wide Sale
All Sale 
fM Records
Now
C S A S G 'Z A '7 'IC M
Sunday—Nov. 7—7PM—Turner Hall 
‘‘A Celebration of Shalom”
A MONTHLY WORSHIP for the University Community 
Sponsored by the Wesley Foundation
V i t o ’ s - ) '
MEXICAN RESTAURANT
Every Evening 
Any Item on Our 
Dinner Menu
Bring in this ad, and get an order of Guacamole for $1.00
WINE — BEER — IMPORTS
Open Daily Except Sun.
130 E. BROADWAY 728-7092
Start
Counting.
Domino’s 
Pizza delivers!
A hot delicious pizza is 
just a phone cail and less 
than 30 minutes away! 
You never have to leave 
the comfort of home.
Best of all-delivery is 
always free !
Fast, Free Delivery
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00 
Limited delivery area
©1982 Domino's Pizza. Inc.
SOUTH AVENUE AT HIGGINS
721-7610
Fine us 
$2.00
~ * ]  *•  Os<
30 minute guarantee 
If your pizza does not 
arrive within 30 minutes 
after you order, present 
this guarantee to the 
driver for $2.00 off.
Fast, Free, Delivery 
South Ave. at Higgins 
721-7610
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— LEAG UES —
6 weeks fall / 10 weeks winter
TUES AT 7:00 
NOV. 9 
4 person teams 
$35 per team.
WED. AT 7:00 
NOV. 10 
2 person teams 
$12 per team
THUR. AT 7:00 
NOV. 11 
Single
$6 per man.
Bowling
8 Ball Billiards
Table Tennis 
Men’s
Rosters Due Mon., Nov. 8th — Rec Center
Non-Sale
Items
$1 50
OFF
y  All 
Accessories 
Except 
Atari
10% Off
Deadline nearing 
for questionnaires
Wednesday is the deadline 
for returning questionnaires 
distributed earlier this quar­
ter by the ASUM Legislative 
Committee.
According to committee 
chairwoman Jeanne-Marie 
Souvigney, responses are 
needed from at least 400 
students, or 5 percent of the 
student body, to gain a valid 
survey of which educational 
issues most concern Univer­
sity of Montana students.
The survey, which was 
sent to a cross-section of 800 
UM students, asks them to 
give their opinions on seven 
questions concerning UM 
funding, as well as whether 
students think UM lobbyists 
should lobby in the Montana 
State Legislature on non- 
educational issues.
Souvigney said the survey 
results will help lobbyists 
better represent the con­
cerns of UM students.
The surveys may be 
returned at boxes placed in 
the Liberal Arts Building, the 
UM Lodge, the ASUM office, 
the Maureen and Mike 
Mansfield Library or the 
Copper Commons.
$ 1 5 0 __________
Cont. from p. 1
fall short of expected government 
spending.
The president has until mid- 
January to send Congress his 
budget plan. Progress has been 
delayed by a White House decision 
to postpone work on politically 
sensitive cuts until after the elec­
tion.
An unexpected ly strong 
economic recovery would help, 
because expansion automatically 
produces higher revenues and less 
social-welfare spending. For each 
one percentage point drop in the 
unemployment rate, now 10.1 
percent, the deficit is narrowed by 
$25 billion to $30 billion.
A dm in is tra tion  o ffic ia ls , 
however, are cautious about the 
prospects for a strong recovery.
In the last two years, the ad­
ministration relied on overly op­
timistic economic forecasts to 
predict low budget deficits. The 
actual red ink grew enormously 
when the economy proved far 
weaker.
Corrections
The article on the election 
results in yesterday's Mon­
tana Kaimin incorrectly nam­
ed the student group that 
organized to generate voter 
interest and turnout. Vote '82 
comprises several other 
groups, including the ASUM 
Legislative Committee, the 
University of Montana Ad­
vocates, MontPIRG and the 
Young Democrats.
In the same story, UM 
political science Professor 
Thomas Payne's prediction 
referred to the U.S. House, 
not the Senate.
Yesterday’s story on the 
Board of Regents stated that 
ASUM President Marquette 
McRae-Zook suggested that 
the regents consider levying 
special fees on various 
schools instead of raising the 
university tuition. McRae- 
Zook said yesterday that she 
asked whether the regents 
had considered o ther 
methods and used the 
special fees as an example 
but did not suggest actually 
using that funding method.
Letters_______
Cont. from p. 1
for the work/study program means 
$3 million less in funding for other 
state programs.
McRae-Zook and student body 
presidents from other universities 
in the Montana University System 
met with the governor Monday to 
talk about higher education in 
general and the work/study 
program in particular.
McRae-Zook said she thought 
the governor was very supportive 
of higher education in Montana, as 
well as the work/study program.
Irving Dayton, commissioner of 
higher education, said he had 
heard the governor was "im­
pressed” with the student govern­
ment leaders he had talked to. He 
added he (Dayton) thought there 
was a definite need for the 
program.
Dayton said, however, he didn't 
know if the governor would recom­
mend the entire $3 million to fund 
the program, but said he thought 
the governor would recommend at 
least some money for it.
McRae-Zook said she hopes to 
receive,by Nov. 12,300 letters from 
students to send to the governor. 
Students should bring the letters in 
envelopes to the ASUM office, 
which will then send the letters to 
the governor, she added. Thirty- 
seven letters have been received 
so far.
MONTANA 
SNOW BOWL
Discounted 
Season Passes
will be sold through the
S.O.S. Fair — November 7 
Big Sky High School
This is the last chance fo r  
discounted season passes!
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K ZO O  A N D  A SU M  PR O G R A M M IN G '
PRESENT:
A  N IG H T T O  R E M E M B ER  
W IT H
IN CONCER1
■ B H
N O V . 7
HARRY ADAMS FIELD HOUSE
a  p mMISSOULA
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE IN MISSOULA 
BUDGET TAPES 4 RECORDS IN MISSOULA 
ELI'S RECORDS 6 TAPES IN MISSOULA 
GRIZZLY GROCERY IN MISSOULA 
WORDEN'S MARKET IN MISSOULA 
ROBBINS BOOKSTORE IN HAMILTON 
BIG APPLE TAPES & RECORDS IN HELENA 
ELI'S RECORDS 4 TAPES IN GREAT FALLS 
BUDGET TAPES 4 RECORDS IN KALISPELL 
BUDGET TAPES 4 RECORDS IN BUTTE
TICKETS *9°°/*1000
RESERVE SEATING ONLY.
SPECIAL GUEST
R A N D Y
M E IS N E R
A GLACIER PRODUCTION
F in e  a rts
The Imaginary 
Invalid opens at 
Masquer Theater
Photos by  
Jim LeSueur
Review by  
Shawn W. Swagerty
The Imaginary Invalid by 
Moliere, as adapted by Miles 
Malleson, opened Wednesday 
night at the Masquer Theater— 
indeed, one might add that it 
opened quite successfully.
Review
This production works well for 
two reasons. One: Director Jane 
Paul displayed excellent taste in 
choice of material. Two: The cast 
and crew do not let much of this 
fine material go to waste. The 
members of the drama/dance 
department involved have grasped 
the work very well in their collec­
tive reading, and the result is a
cogent, well-staged and ultimately 
gratifying performance.
To the cast, then, in order of 
appearance, since ail merit atten­
tion. Charlie Oates’s portrayal of 
Monsieur Argan, the bedridden, 
pill-popping, tonic-guzzling 
hypocondriac  whose bed- 
soreness pits his psychosis 
against the better wishes of his 
family, operates well on verbal 
levels, though it is Oates's intimacy 
with the physical aspects of 
theater that makes his one of the 
play’s most accessible perfor­
mances. Discounting that Oates 
leaves the stage only momentarily, 
his is the dominating physical 
presence, as he hobbles, collapses 
and lunges across the set, scream­
ing, whimpering or deadpanning 
all the while.
As Toinette, the disgusted and 
conniving nursemaid to Argan, 
Julie Moore seems to rely most 
heavily upon timing and intonation, 
sometimes seemingly at the ex­
pense of motion. But this expense 
can be relatively inconsequential, 
especially during those moments 
when Toinette interacts with 
Argan as his cunning foil.
The role of Angelique, Argan’s 
daughter caught in a love quan­
dary of her father’s making, aids in 
the development of the confron­
ta tio ns  between Argan's 
pathology, and his fam ily’s 
desires, or so it seems in this 
reading. Patricia Britton oozes 
disgust when approached by her 
father’s choice for her mate, and 
radiates first-love enthusiasm at 
the thought of her own choice, 
with shrieks, giggles and gasps put 
to good effect.
Beline, Argan’s cuckoldry- 
inclined wife on an unannounced 
death-watch of her well-heeled, 
yet-to-be-healed husband is a 
perfect swine. Pamela Ahern’s 
portrayal is simply vicious. 
Though far less is seen of him, 
Michael Connor puts his role as 
Beline’s lover/lawyer across with 
enough depth to achieve much the 
same effect—Monsieur Bonnefoy 
is a libidinous, fun-loving bastard.
Cleante, Angelique’s object of 
in te re s t  —p la ye d  by Ty 
R icha rdson—and Thomas 
Diaforous, the poor girl’s paternal­
ly betrothed—played by Michael 
Lewis—set one another off in 
sharp counterpoint. Richardson 
projects tall, handsome, intelligent 
and confident effortlessly. Young 
Diaforus sees Michael Lewis, 
marred to short, dumpy, geek 
perfection by make-up and war­
drobe, milking to greatest comedic 
effect one of those parts which can 
elicit painful embarrassment from 
an audience, though Lewis’s 
previous role in Rollie Meinholtz's 
Knockin' 'Em Dead at Jobe’s Place 
made better use of his abilities.
The geek's father, Dr. Diaforus, 
in the able hands of Eric Prim, is 
Invalid's preachy, pushy, pseudo- 
rational, irritating old fart. Prim, 
like Oates, has developed a
TOINETTE, THE MAID (Julie Moore) manages to silence Argan's 
(Charlie Oates) grumblings for a solitary moment of tranquility.
MONSIEUR ARGAN (Charlie Oates) examines his face for a sign of the 
dreaded “pepsias.”
physical comfort on stage which, 
in tandem with his other ex­
pressive talents, places his perfor­
mance among the play’s best.
Likewise, Adele Hansen’s ver­
sion of Argan's rather vocal, to- 
the-point sister is well-conceived 
and finely focused. Her fast, loud 
and panicked approach suits the 
sister’s ramrod-of-reason in­
clinations.
Joining Michael Connor in what 
might, with the apologies that must 
accompany such a distasteful but 
seemingly necessary distinction, 
be deemed Invalid's unusually 
strong supporting cast are Kate
significance it would likely con­
cern the lack of agreement, among 
the actors, upon what type of 
accent would best suit the play’s 
setting. Oates speaks in the 
manner of many a Yale man, while 
Moore §e$m8 (q mix elements of 
the midwest with others from 
Germany in fleshing out the 
Toinette’s accent, and Richardson 
sometimes slides from a clipped 
British accent into interdental- 
fricative-slurring French. But if this 
is to be viewed as an infraction, it 
can only be said to violate the letter 
and not the spirit of the play. It 
does not impede enjoyment.
RAGE FLARES between the hypocondriac Argan (Charlie Oates) and his 
meddling maid Toinette (Julie Moore).
Egli as Argan’s younger daughter, 
Gregory Wurster as the needle- 
happy apothecary and Alex Norris 
as the swindling Dr. Purgon. 
Though these roles defy pursuit 
with any breadth, they are all 
performed with more than suf­
ficient depth.
This play even holds up well on 
the technical end. The set design 
of Mike Monsos coordinates as 
well with William Stinson's lighting 
and Nancy Zaremski's pictures­
quely brutal costumes as well 
as the performances coordinate. If 
there is one technical gripe of any
Perhaps the most credit is due 
director Jane Paul’s superb 
gathering of the diverse strands of 
which this production is woven 
into a unified performance, as 
opposed to the spotty hodge­
podge that a play of this 
situational-wit type threaten so 
strongly to become.
The Imaginary Invalid will play 
tonight and tomorrow night in the 
Masquer Theater, and will run 
again Nov. 10 through 13. Tickets 
are available at the Masquer 
Theater Box Office in the base­
ment of the Fine Arts Building.
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N o v e m b e r  S a l e
o n  a l l  I m p o r t s  8 c R e g g a e
9 lo t  % « ,  Cbvu^
f i l^ C O a d  S i  QAM/
101 So uth  3 rd — 543-5921  
just west of Higgins Bridge
BREW
PARTY
| NOON TO 6 j
30<P Schooners 
$1.25 Pitchers 
50$ Booze Drinks
Chicken Drumsticks 10/$1.00 
Hot Dogs 35C Each
l 10:00 -  11:00 | 
5$ Beers 
$1.25 Pitchers 
50$ Booze Drinks
M e x b e l h  a u s  93 Strip
GLACIER INVITATIONAL
Volleyball Tournament 
NOVEMBER 5—6
* Tickets Available at 
Fieldhouse Ticket Office
U.M. Volleyball Team Hosts 
UTAH STATE 
EASTERN WASHINGTON 
UNIVERSITY 
M atch es  Run 1 P M -10  PM
Rodger’s & Hammerstein’s
LIVE — WILMA THEATRE 
Nov. 12-14 and 19-21
Nightly at 8 p.m.—Matinees Saturdays & Sundays—2 p.m.
Tickets: Evenings: All seats reserved $6.50, 
Balcony $5.00. Matinees: General Admission $4.50 Adults; 
$3.50 Students
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 728-1911 
Tickets Available at Wilma Theater 
9 AM-5 PM NOV. 8-21
A Missoula Children’s Theater Community Production 
This Ad Courtesy of ASUM Programming
Monsignor: Man of Steel 
falls from grace as killing, 
fornicating man of the cloth
By Ross Best
Kaimin Contributing Reviewer
M O N S I G N O R .  S t a r r i n g  
Christopher Reeve and Genvleve 
Bujold. 1982. Rated R.
“Father, I have sinned. I have 
killed a man, I have known a 
woman, and I am a priest,” con­
fesses Father John Flaherty, but he 
didn't know the woman well 
enough to save Monsignor.
Review________
Flaherty (Christopher Reeve) is 
first a fledgling priest, next a WWII 
Army chaplain, then a Vatican aide 
living a double life. (He sells 
cigarettes from the church com­
missary to the Black Market, with 
the approval of his superior, in 
order to support the cash-poor 
Church.)
Further complicating things, he 
falls in love with a nun-to-be 
(Genevieve Bujold), winner of a 
wet-habit contest, discusses 
archaeology with her, and proves 
he is a sanctified cad. When she 
discovers the truth about “Lt. 
Finnigan” and disappears, she 
takes with her the only chance this 
film had of living up to its sen- 
sationalistic advertising cam­
paign.
Casting the Man of Steel as a 
man of the cloth has a certain
Jazz workshop to feature 
work by Kenton, Rich
The first concert of the season 
by the University of Montana Jazz 
Workshop will be tomorrow at 8 
p.m. in the University Center 
Ballroom. Admission is free for 
students and $1 for the general 
public.
Two bands will be featured. 
They will perform arrangements of 
the works of well-known jazz 
artists, including Stan Kenton and 
Buddy Rich. The groups are 
directed by trombonist Lance 
Boyd, associate professor at the 
UM and director of jazz studies. 
The concert is sponsored by 
ASUM Programming.
In January, the Jazz Workshop
will sponsor an annual high school 
jazz festival at which Don Menza, 
jazz tenor saxophonist and com­
poser, will adjudicate and perform. 
Artists-in-residence Dartanyan 
Brown and Marcia Miget will also 
be on campus in January and 
February. This will be the third 
year of residency for Brown and 
Miget, who work with students in 
jazz classes as well as dancers, 
artists and dramatists on campus. 
Their residency is funded in part 
by the National Endowment for the 
Arts.
In April, the number one band of 
the Jazz Workshop will travel to a 
jazz festival at the University of 
Northern Colorado in Greeley.
* WM,<
Dorm
Size
Refrigerators 
For Rent
RENT A NEW
WASHER>ORYER> 
COLOR TV •MW TV- 
MICROWAVE OVEN 
PURCHASE 
OPTION 
SPEEDY 
SERVICE 
' LOW COST 
• NO
MAINTENANCE 
COST
> CALL TODAY
BLACK & 
WHITE TV
COLOR TV
RENT RV THE WEEK OR 
THE MONTH
728-3800
RENT
COLOR TV«B4W TV 
WASHER*DRYER 
MICROWAVE OVENS 
REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER
We War* To Be Your Appiiaaca 4 TV5tqaalmm0
Montana TeinisiiiHIppiiaMe
1626 S. Russall •  Phone 728-3800
ironic logic in its favor, but cherubs 
like Christopher Reeve are best on 
frescos, where they are not ex­
pected to move. Reeve’s cover-girl 
look is no more suited for priestly 
vestments than Robert De Niro’s 
well-fed thug was last year in True 
Confessions. Reeve is one of those 
all-too-perfect actors who have to 
smile to frown, and he suffers as 
convincingly as Warren Beatty. 
Though Reeve seems just the 
financial adviser to get the Vatican 
into the Fortune 500, his MBA 
fervor is out of place in the 1940s — 
as is his exclamation “Far out!”
This backstage view of the 
Vatican is unusual, and mildly 
interesting, but for the non- 
Catholic at least the priests in The 
Devil’s Playground are much more 
engaging than the popes and 
Curia to whom they answer.
The photography captures the 
look of the time but loses the 
beauty of the place. The dialogue 
makes the underlying moral issues 
very clear but lacks the spark of 
wit. Monsignor is a respectful, 
religious thriller, but I’m waiting for 
The Spencer Kimball Story.
UM music 
faculty to 
perform 
Tuesday
Three faculty chamber groups 
will perform Tuesday at 8 p.m. in 
the Music Recital Hall.
The Montana Baroque Ensem­
ble will perform Sonata No. 3 in G 
Major by J. S. Bach. The ensemble 
consists of Debra Shorrock, flute; 
Roger McDonald, oboe; Fern 
Glass-Boyd, cello; and John Ellis 
harpsichord.
The Montana String Quartet will 
perform Quartet in A Minor, Opus 
13 by Mendelssohn. The quartet 
consists of Walter Olivares and 
Colleen Olivares, violins; Thomas 
Elefant, viola; and Fern Glass 
Boyd, cello.
The Montana Woodwind Quintet 
will perfrom Woodwind Quintet 
No. 3 by Alec Wilder. The quintet 
consists of Shorrock, flute; Mc­
Donald, oboe; William Manning, 
clarinet; Edwin Rosenkranz, bas­
soon; and Bruce Fraser, horn.
Shorrock, flute, and Fern Glass- 
Boyd, cello, will perform Assobioa 
Jato (The Jet Whistle) by Villa- 
Lobos.
You Can Afford to Ski!
IF YOU BUY YOUR PASS  NOW
STUDENTS .-...................................... $ 85.00 75.25
ADULTS ............................................... $110.00 93.50
FAMILY RATES
1st two ................................................... $200.00 170.00
Each additional ...................................... $50.00 42.50
10 DAYS LEFT
Bring your check to the 
SOS FAIR or mail to; 
MARSHALL SKI AREA 
5250 Marshall Canyon Rd. 
Missoula, Mont. 59802
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Severinsen 
is Sunday’s 
best bet
By Shawn W. Swagerty
Kaimm Fine Arts Editor
Two separate musical events will 
occur Sunday night at 8 at different 
campus locations. Though both 
concerts will feature popular per­
formers, each will be likely to draw 
an audience of listeners with 
highly specific pop music tastes.
Review________
Sunday night's best bet is being 
presented as part of ASUM 
Programming’s Performing Arts 
Series. Doc Severinsen and his 
jazz fusion band Xebron will per­
form at the University Center 
Ballroom. Severinsen explains his 
reasons for forming Xebron as a 
case of his “being tired of mining 
the same vein, knowing what ore 
I would come up with. It was time 
for me, emotionally, to dig in a new 
place, to see what else I could pull 
out. Xebron is something I simply 
had to do.”
Xebron features Severinsen on 
trumpet and flugelhorn, as well as 
such jazz and session veterans as 
Jeff Richman on guitar, Biff Han­
non on keyboards, Jeff D’Angelo 
on bass and Ron Davis on drums. 
The band will perform material 
composed by the musicians and 
Jeff Tyzik, a young jazz composer.
At the Harry Adams Field House, 
KZOQ, ASUM Programming and 
Glacier Productions are teaming 
up to present the Little River Band 
and special guest Randy Meisner. 
This concert provides the in- 
discriminating popster with the 
rare opportunity to see and hear 
California pop not only from 
California, but also from Australia.
The Little River Band, having 
undergone as many personnel 
changes as a cesspool-cleaning 
service, have managed, non­
etheless, to retain their limp sound 
on record. It remains to be seen, 
however, whether new lead singer 
John Farnham can stagger around 
a stage as well as Glenn Schorrock 
could.
Meisner, whose Epic press 
release claims that he has “con­
tributed so much to the Southern 
California sound," is residue of not 
only the Eagles, but also Ricky 
Nelson’s Stone Canyon Band and 
Poco. Among his more venial 
offenses are his “trademark high 
harmonies” on Eagles recordings 
and the hit song ‘Take It to the 
Limit.”
Reserve seating tickets for the 
LRB Meisner show are available at 
the UC Bookstore Box Office for 
$9 for students, $10 for the general 
public. Xebron tickets are available 
at the Bookstore Box Office at 
regular series rates.
THE LITTLE RIVER BAND, from left to right: Graham Goble, Steve 
Housden, John Farnham, Beeb Birtles, Wayne Nelson and Derek 
Pelllccl.
RANDY MEISNER: Same old thing In brand new drag.
We offer:
Perms Coloring
Beard Trims Power Paks
Shaves
BIG SKY COLLEGE 
of BARBER-STYLING
800 Kensington
9:00-6:00 Tues.-Sat. All Services Performed by Students 
721-5588
Are you looking 
For the Style that 
Fits Your Needs?
Let Our Students Help You . . . 
We Care About Your Hair!
Save Money * Eat lots . . .
Bulk Munchies
Corn Chips (delicious) . . . . ,  .........  ......... 1.40/#
Popcorn (fresh) .............. ....................................73/#
Peanut Butter (crunchy) -----  ....................2.15 /#
plus old favorites
Granolas *  Walnuts *  Cashews *  Peanuts 
Dried Pineapple *  Figs *  Lots More
Knutsen’s 
Martinelli’s 
Ginseng Rush 
Perrier 
549-2127
Fig Bars 
Barbara’s Chips 
Nectar Nuggets 
Ak Macks 
1221 Helen
W O R K S H O P  
UM Jazz Workshop
Fall Concert Under the 
Direction of Lance Boyd
Tickets Available at the Door 
General Public — $1.00 Students — FREE
Saturday, Novem ber 6,1982 8pm 
University Center Ballroom
Sponsored by ASUM Programming
Once you hit the Ranier, 
it’s all uphill from there.
What do you get when you put New Balance 
running shoe technology and the demands of world class 
mountaineer Lou Whittaker into a hiking boot?
The Ranier—a boot with a special new Vibram® outersole 
and unique houndstooth pyramid design 
created to get you to the top.
You can rind them on the 
approach to Mt. Everest. Or in the store below.
new balance
SHOES
Ranier $7995
DOWNTOWN 
SOUTHGATE MALL
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1145 West Front—Downtown Missoula F
v.
Social Adjustment Hour > 
with Specially Priced Drinks in the 
Garden Bar Tues. thru Thurs. 
5*6:30 p.m., Fri. 4:30*6:00 
ierving FREE Tacos in the Garden Bar Only /
By
Popular 
Demand s
tEZZZ
. 8— 9 1.50 pitchers HammsMon. Night 9— 10 1.75 pitchers Hamms
Tues. Night 8—9 1.00 pitchers Hamms
1st Wed. of 8—9 10$ Draft Beer
every month
Thur. Night 8 -1 0  'V tS S .T  
Sat. O - 8 - 1 0
125 South 3rd W. 728-9757
S p o rt s ------------------------------
Lady Griz in Glacier Invitational
Volleybalis will fill the air in 
Dahlberg Arena this weekend as 
the University of Montana, Univer­
sity of Utah, Utah State and 
Eastern Washington will compete 
in the Glacier Invitational 
Volleyball Tournament.
Tournament action begins today 
at 1 p.m. with Montana going 
against Eastern Washington. Utah 
and Utah State will follow at 3:30 
p.m. Eastern Washington will face
Utah State at 6 p.m., and Montana 
and Utah will finish the first day of 
the tournament at 8:30 p.m.
Tomorrow EWU and UM will 
begin action at 10 a.m. Montana 
and USU will play at 1 p.m.
The consolation match begins at 
6 p.m., and the championship 
game begins at 8:30 p.m.
“ I'm glad to see teams with the 
caliber of Utah State coming to this
tournament" said UM Head Coach 
Dick Scott. "We’ve split (1-1) with 
this team this season and we're 
looking forward to playing them 
again; this will be the rubber 
match.”
Utah State is 18-17 on the 
season and was nationally ranked 
early this season. Utah has a 14-15 
record, Eastern Washington is 5-8 
and the Grizzlies are 15-14.
Griz in Portland for non-conference test
By Dave Keyes
Kaimin Sports Editor
The University of Montana foot­
ball team will take a one-week 
break from the Big Sky Con­
ference championship race, as 
they compete in a non-conference 
game against Portland State 
tomorrow.
While the Grizzlies won’t look 
past the game tomorrow, they will 
certainly be listening to the public 
address announcer's voice for 
scores from the Idaho-ldaho State 
game in Pocatello, Idaho. Kickoff
Copper-Gold 
game Monday
The annual Copper-Gold 
Basketball scrimmage featuring 
the University of Montana 1982-83 
Grizzlies will be held Monday at 
7:15 p.m. in Dahlberg Arena. The 
public is invited to attend at no 
charge.
G r i z z l y  Co ac h Mike 
Montgomery and his assistants 
Stew Morrill, Bob Niehl and Blaine 
Taylor will culminate more than 
three weeks of basketball practice, 
which began Oct. 15.
Montana is coming off a 17-10 
season last year and 10-4 league 
mark, which placed them second 
in the Big sky Conference. The 
Grizzlies have all five starters back 
from last season.
"We are making steady 
progress," said Montgomery, who 
has guided the Grizzlies to the Big 
Sky postseason playoffs all four of 
his seasons as head coach. “We 
have been doing a lot of teaching 
for the past few weeks."
The Grizzlies’ opener is Satur­
day, November 13, against Simon 
Fraser University at 8 p.m. at home. 
All other home games being at 7:30 
p.m., except for the Champion 
Holiday Classic III, which has 
games starting at 7 and 9 p.m.
For Grizzly basketball ticket 
information call 243-4051, Monday 
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. Reserved season and general 
season tickets are still available.
Violent disorder once set in 
motion may spawn tyranny, not 
freedom.
—Charles E. Wyzanski Jr.
I *
KINKO’S
Low Prices 
No Minimum
4<p
kinko'&copies
Open Mon-Thur 8 am-7 pm 
Fri 8-5:30. Sat 10-5 
728-2679
time for the UM-Portland game is 7 
p.m. and the starting time for the 
Idaho-lSU game is 7:30.
The Idaho-ldaho State game is 
more than of passing interest for 
the Grizzlies. The ISU-UI matchup 
is the first of three games the 
University of Idaho must win to 
remain in first place in the Big Sky 
and become the conference cham­
pions. If Ul drops the game this 
weekend, next weekend (to 
Northern Arizona) or the weekend 
after that (to Nevada-Reno), the 
Montana Grizzlies could become 
the conference champions with a 
win over Weber State next week.
Montana State University and 
Northern Arizona University still 
have outside chances at tying the 
Grizzlies for the conference 
crown. MSU, NAU and UM all have 
two conference losses going into 
this weekend, but Montana
defeated MSU and NAU earlier this 
season, and based on the Big Sky 
tie-breaking system’s first 
req u i remen t—head-to-head 
competition—the Grizzlies would 
be declared champions.
Montana State faces Northern 
Arizona this weekend in Bozeman 
to decide who will remain in the 
running and who will be statistical­
ly removed from contention.
Because of a bruised shoulder, 
Big Sky Conference Player of the 
Week Marty Mornhinweg will not 
be playing in tomorrow's game. 
Instead, Alan Powell will be star­
ting at the quarterback slot.
Portland State is struggling 
through less than banner season 
with a 1-7 record. The Vikes’ only 
win came last weekend with a 28- 
21 victory over Simon Fraser.
KYLT-AM will broadcast the 
game live at 7:50 p.m.
GIANT
PIZZA
Our large Combo is a mouth-watering 
mozzarella monster laden with 
beef, sausage, pepperoni, olives, 
onions, mushrooms and tomato sauce, 
then topped with a mountain of 
delicious dairy cheese.
There’s nobody’s pizza like 
Godfather’s Pizza. Come in today, 
bring the mob and cut a Combo down 
to size.
Sunday Family or Friends 
Special — feeds 4
Only *12.95
Large Pizza—the Combo or up to 3 toppings
4 Once-thru Salads
Pitcher of Pop _____________
Godfather's 
Pizza.
Holiday Village Shopping Center 
Brooks & Stephens •  721-2472
a n d  western,
A e  e x c i A n ^ ^ S e a g r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i n  moderation^
S e v e n *
Seagram's H k l
? SEAGRAM DGTtUERSCO Nyr AMERICAN WHISKEY. ABtEND 80 PROOF "Sm tHJp and TUP arc trufenaAs of the SevcrtUp
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